NEW INSIGNIA GSi NAV
Preview Information
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UNLEASH YOUR
COMPETITIVE STREAK

If you love to have a little edge on the rest of the crowd, read on.
Because with the new Insignia GSi Nav Grand Sport and Sports Tourer, developed in
part at the Nürburgring, you get seriously competitive performance with no compromise.
A true leader of the pack, the new Insignia GSi Nav is the ultimate Insignia in every way,
from its smart connectivity and infotainment to its sporty 4x4 chassis.
So get ready to get ahead. Imagine yourself climbing in, gripping the wheel and taking to the road like
a hero. What better way to release your competitive side? Just turn the page to get the full lowdown.
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Images shown with optional Exclusive paint finishes and Exclusive Black Pack which includes; air intake surround, front grille bar and windows
surround available at extra cost. Options are subject to availability and may extend the time taken for delivery.

GET MORE. DO MORE.
MORE POWER
260PS on tap gives the petrol GSi an enviable power-to-weight ratio
that takes you from zero to 62mph in 7.5 seconds, with equally impressive
stats from the 210PS BiTurbo diesel. And there’s superb stopping power too
from the four-pot Brembo braking system.
MORE CONTROL
Sophisticated four-wheel drive with torque vectoring instantly adapts to the road
conditions, eradicating understeer and smoothing your ride. You can even adjust
the auto shift points to suit your own driving style.
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MORE POISE
A mechatronic FlexRide chassis sits on shorter springs and specially developed shock
absorbers with four dynamic driver settings, including a unique GSi ‘Competition’ mode.
MORE STYLE
An exclusive GSi body kit, 20-inch alloys, Michelin Pilot Sport 4S tyres and plenty
of chrome detailing means you’ll look the business.
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MORE COMFORT
Settle into AGR-certified* leather seats with ventilation, heating, massage and adjustable shoulder
bolsters. Performance never felt better.
MORE INFO
Available early 2018. Have a word with your Vauxhall retailer to find out more, and when you’ll be able get
your hands on the new Insignia GSi Nav.
*Known as the Aktion Gesunder Rucken, which translates as the Campaign for Healthier Backs.
Insignia GSi Nav fuel consumption: 25.2mpg urban, 39.7mpg extra-urban, 32.8mpg combined and 197g/km CO2.
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Some feature descriptions in this brochure may refer to, and some illustrations may show, optional equipment not included in
the standard delivery. The information contained in this brochure was accurate at the time of publication. We reserve the right
to make changes in design and equipment. The colours printed in the brochure only approximate actual colours. Illustrated
optional equipment is available at extra charge. Availability, technical features and equipment provided on our vehicles can vary
by model. For precise information on the equipment provided on our vehicles, please contact your local Vauxhall Retailer. As part
of Vauxhall’s policy of environmental care, this brochure is printed on paper manufactured using Elemental Chlorine Free pulps
from specially farmed, sustainable timber resources.
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